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1. Yu Shi 余士 and Wu Yue 吳銘, Military Guard at Imperial Audience from *Xu Xianqing huan ji tu ce* 徐顯卿宦蹟圖冊. Dated 1588, album leaf, ink and colors on silk. Palace Museum, Beijing.


3. Artist(s) unknown, Emperor on horseback from *Departure Herald* 出警圖. Sixteenth century, section of a handscroll, ink and colors on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China.


7. Artist(s) unknown, Domestic polo within the palace complex from *The Chenghua Emperor’s Pleasures* 憲宗宮中行樂圖 [alternately titled *The Xuande Emperor’s Pleasures*]. Fifteenth century, section of a handscroll, ink and colors on silk. Palace Museum, Beijing.